The Theoretical Interpretation of Spacetime/Motion
Continental drift theory does not recognize, much
E ve n t p o i n t C o s m o ge o grap h y less explain the reason why a rift would appear in
the Red Sea at almost the same distance from the
Node as the original rift point on the eastern coast
of South America. From the perspective of eventpoint cosmogeography, however, this example
can be explained as of the mediating eventline of
the ecliptic, the orbital relationship Earth/Sun.
The presence of translation symmetry in the
Earth’s continental landmass means that the continents have not drifted aimlessly into relationships of nearly perfect symmetry. Rather the events
in the sky, as reflected in the ecliptic and the axial
rotation of Earth, determine in part the existence
of translation symmetry in the placement of landmass on Earth.
Eventpoint Cosmogeography presents hundreds
of similar examples of translation symmetry and
centrosymmetry in the Earth’s geography. The
measured distances between extreme/event
Eventpoint Cosmogeography
points confirm the symmetry between the contiContinental Drift Theory Questioned
nental mass and water basins of the Earth, someby Tra n s l at i o n S y m m e t r y Fo u n d
thing that the ideas about aimless drifting of the
Th ro u g h E ve n t p o i n t C o s m o ge o grap h y
continents have long denied and continues to
ventpoint Cosmogeography, a new study, deny today. Johnson concludes that the drift theopens up a distinct line of inquiry into the orists also err when they propose the idea that
geography of the Earth. Charles William today the continents are drifting back together
Johnson, from Earth/matriX, Science Today, ques- again, and will form another super-continent 250
tions the theory of continental drift by examining million years from now. Drift theory emphasizes
the distances between geographical extreme the alleged displacement of the continents, while
points and selected cosmogeographical event eventpoint cosmogeography explains and illustrapoints. The translation and centrosymmetries of tes their placement on Earth.
geographical coordinate points suggest the fact
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that the continents undergo movement, but that
Eventpoint Cosmogeography
they have not drifted randomly on the face of the A Study in Relating Event Point Cosmogeography and ExEarth for the past 250 million years as proposed treme Point Geography
by Alfred Wegener nearly a century ago. The Earth/matriX Editions ISBN 1-58616-432-5
symmetry between extremepoints and event- Purchase and download Volume One in a PDF ﬁle
points illustrated in this study suggests that con- 281 Pages Fully illustrated with drawings.
tinental drift theory must be reconsidered, Price: $9.95US
possibly abandoned.
The alleged splitting up of the supercontinent Volume Two
along the Altantic continental shelves of South Eventpoint Cosmogeography
America and Africa was based on reflective The Earth's Crust-Mantle-Core Boundaries and Mean
symmetry, like two mirror images. Eventpoint Plane of Motion
cosmogeography on the other hand, measuring Earth MatriX Editions ISBN 1-58616-458-9
distances between coordinate extreme points Purchase and download Volume Two a PDF ﬁle
based on land/water mass in relation to coordi- 354 Pages
nate event points determined by the ecliptic, the Price: $9.95
equator, the axial rotation of the Earth, etc., confirms the translation symmetry in the placement
Volume Three
of the continents. Consider one example: the Eas- The Mean Plane of Motion and the Crust-Mantle-Core
tern coastlines of South America (15.18S 39.04W) Boundaries of Earth
and Africa (15.38N 39.28E) each cross the ecliptic Purchase and Download Volume Three PDF-ﬁle 248 pages
at nearly the same distance from the Node 0.00N Price: $7.95us
0.00W; 4612 and 4664 kilometers respectively.
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